Annual Report to the Community

FORSYTH SCHOOL FOSTERS A SPIRIT OF CURIOSITY AND JOY, EMPOWERING CHILDREN TO PURSUE CHALLENGES WITH CONFIDENCE.
From the Head of School

Dear Forsyth Community,

We are pleased to bring you our 2022/23 Annual Report, which celebrates our many generous families and friends in the Forsyth School community.

The Forsyth Annual Fund is integral to our school’s operating budget every year, and our community continues to give generously. Our 2022/23 Annual Giving campaign, led by Amy Gill and Ian Hagemann, raised more than $400,000, with family participation at 76%. Thank you for your support of Forsyth School.

For the first time, I had the chance to marvel at the many working parts of our Beyond the Yellow Brick Road Forsyth Auction, which is an incredibly significant event that benefits our students and community.

Co-Chairs Abigail Sharp and Retta Tusscy led the charge, raising more than $400,000, and for that we are most grateful.

We salute our Forsyth Family Organization (FFO) and their significant contribution to making Forsyth a special place with events, engagement activities, and an ever-expanding array of Forsyth merchandise. We appreciate our many parent and caregiver volunteers who support our FFO activities, coach our sports teams, and make in-kind donations to our events. Special thanks to Co-Presidents Sara Beazler and Teresa Caprara for their FFO leadership during this transitional year as we returned to many on-campus activities.

Thank you to our Board of Trustees and their continued commitment to support and governance. With much appreciation, we thank retiring trustee Daniel Martinez for his many contributions and welcome new trustees Ellen Borowik, Tim Froehlich, and Kristy Guffy. We also extend a heartfelt thank-you to Jon Giskas for his steady leadership as Board President and for setting the course for the next Board President, parent and alumna Abigail George, FS ’93.

Together, we continue to build this special place where children have the opportunity to develop the confidence, courage, and resilience to embrace and pursue challenges with a deep-rooted sense of belonging. Together, we live our mission to foster a spirit of curiosity and joy. Thank you for all that you do for Forsyth School.

With gratitude,

Rob Butler
HEAD OF SCHOOL

HONOR ROLL

Forsyth School is grateful to honor individuals who have and continue to demonstrate extraordinary commitment through their philanthropic support. They are members of the Honor Roll in perpetuity to recognize their leadership in giving to Forsyth. The Honor Roll includes donors who have reached or exceeded $50,000 in cumulative gifts and paid pledges.

PLATINUM $500,000+
Michelle Trulaske
Mr. W. Grant Williams III, Williams Family Charitable Foundation
Williams Williams

GOLD $250,000–$499,999
Anonymous
Steve Trulaske
The Wallbranck Family

SILVER $100,000–$249,999
Anonymous (2)
Tamar & Bart Atkin
Julie & Todd Baur
Nancy Reynolds & Dwyer Brown
Susan Gejka
Mr. Jerry Clinton
Emily Gallop Coen & Matt Coen
Lynn & Joe Daniels
Joan & Rand Dankner
JiMin & Mike Dierberg
 Jenny & Troy Duncan
Alice & Leigh Gerldine
Valerie Ratts & Matt Gornet
Diedre & Michael Gray
Cathy Farn & Jim Guyo
Susie & Bill Hizar
Linda & Jose Hunter
Kim & Brendan Johnson
Beth Gasparovic & Rob Klahr
Amy & Bill Konam
Karen & Mont Levy
Mary & Jim Moog
Ranjana & Jeffrey Morgan
Paric Corporation
Jackie & Stephen Rand
Mary & Dan Riew
Susan & Michael Scully
Mary Beth & Allen Soffer
Mary Ann & Andy Storero
Sheila & Ted Stiegerman
Diane Compardo & Ron Wierstroer
Susan & Felix Williams

BRONZE $50,000–$99,999
Anonymous (6)
Jags & Milan Amanat* Jodi & Matt Aronson
Katie & Steve Beimdek
Cole Bitting
Jean Bitting
Holly & Jim Brigham
The Browning Family
Megan & Brian Clinton
Maggie & Jason Desai
The Dierberg Educational Foundation
Essman Family Charitable Foundation
Lisa & Rob Forsyth
Sarah Plumb & Tim Froehlich*
Sandy & Barred Fry
Laura & Jon Giskas
Patty & Carey Hamann
Gail & Steve Hochberg
Stephanie & Matthew Hoeler
George Hruza
Lucia Hruza
Debbie & David Hutsko
Joe Jacobson
Sandra Jacobson
Jackie & Hank Johnson
Ashley & John Kemper
Paula & Joe Lampen
Julie & Rich Ledbetter
Kathryn & George Love
John Allen Love Charitable Foundation
Shirley Joo & James Lu
Jan & Scott Luhmann
Mary & John Mason
Kira & Mark McCallum
Mai & Michael McLaughlin
Laura & John Meyer
Mary Faller & Paul Mills
Anne & Mark Munger
Barbie & Pat Murphy
Gordon Myers
Karen Myers
Stephanie & John Nash
Charlene Prather & Elliot Nelson
Eniko & Anthony Pope
Susan Norris & Thomas Rose
Heather & Mark Rynasiewicz
Kelly & Prad Sabharwal
Mary & Scott Santen
Melissa & Matt Sauter
Jenny & Bryan Sewing
Ann & Mark Shapiro
Tracey & Jeffrey Singer
Veronica & Dan Thodoroff
Wendy Timm & Jack Ozcenczak
Andrea & Peter Van Cleve
Amy & Lukas Zebala

Mary & John Mason
Kira & Mark McCallum
Mai & Michael McLaughlin
Laura & John Meyer
Mary Faller & Paul Mills
Anne & Mark Munger
Barbie & Pat Murphy
Gordon Myers
Karen Myers
Stephanie & John Nash
Charlene Prather & Elliot Nelson
Eniko & Anthony Pope
Susan Norris & Thomas Rose
Heather & Mark Rynasiewicz
Kelly & Prad Sabharwal
Mary & Scott Santen
Melissa & Matt Sauter
Jenny & Bryan Sewing
Ann & Mark Shapiro
Tracey & Jeffrey Singer
Veronica & Dan Thodoroff
Wendy Timm & Jack Ozcenczak
Andrea & Peter Van Cleve
Amy & Lukas Zebala

2022/23 BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Jon Giskas
President
Scott Baier
Advising Chair
 resultant Chair, Development
Kristy Guffy
Austin Hease
Tymisha Bucknor-Dobyn
Secretary, Chair, Trustees
Abigail George
Trustee Chair, Finance
Ellen Borowik
Tim Froehlich
Jeff Hightower
Mont Levy
Daniel Martinez
Sheyla Namazie-Kummer
Heather Rynasiewicz
Amber Simpson
Ex Officio
Rob Butler
Head of School
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Annual Fund $406,222 Raised

100% Board Participation
78% Faculty & Staff Participation
76% Family Participation

LEADERSHIP CIRCLE $10,000+
Anonymous
Hillary & Dan Ellenbein
Samar & Ramin Gheladi
Ashley & John Kemper
Liz & Tom Kissell

DUNBAR SOCIETY $2,500 – $9,999
Jess & Jason Thein

CLOCK TOWER SOCIETY $5,000 – $7,999
Julie & Kenneth Allman
Mary Beth & Allen Soffer

CO-CHAIRS
Amy Gill & Ian Hagemann

TMYSAH
Erin Gardner
Sarah Plumb & Tim Froehlich
Allison & Charles Cohn
Jagu & Milan Anadkat
Julie & Kenneth Allman

$406,222

Cardie Dodson-Ching & ShuNing Ching
Jennifer Saltin & Steven Collier
Katherine Conti
Jessica & Cameron Crowley
Naoko Mizumachi & Guillaume de Puyenc
Jennifer & Kevin Devoroff
Katherine Dmitri
Pamela & Monty Doctor
Tiffany & Christopher Dy
Allie Ellebrecht & Mark Ellebrecht
Lynn Feenmoeller & Eric Ellingen
Robyn & Brant Feazel
Beth Frohlichein
Emmy T. Gardner
Unitey Kull & Russell Garfalo
Joy Gehardt
Abigail & Philip George
Rachel Slaughters & Dan Giammar
Kelsey & Michael Guin
Anu & Alex Hittke
Rachel & John Horan
Dorothy Wang & Song Hu
Elizabeth & Christopher Hustede
Caroline Jammy
Yin Larn Lee-Johnson & Michael Johnson
Jody & Steve Jonas
Noem Serra & Mark Katerberg
Aki & Andrew Kau
Eric & Gregory Kneze
Deepthi Kulkarni & Kumar Kotkar
Elise & Peter Krueger
Shayla Namazie-Kummer & Kerry Kummer
Manouchehri Valtcheva & Robert Kutzik
Matt Lanobin
Paula & Joe Lampen
Joyce & Tim Larson
Lorie & William Warszynski
Amy & Jason Wellen
Ada & John Wingfield
Nicole Young
Helena Wu & Frank Zhang

FORSYTH FRIENDS UP TO $99
Brittany Marquardt & Michael Brickley
Emily Clayton, FS ’99
Jennifer Thompson, FS ’92
Sherry Jowers, FS ’10
Falon Willis & Paul Harrison
Shary Hauer
Jim Kemp
Daniel Michael, FS ’74
Isabel Saccone, FS ’16
Jeneatte Wing-Siegel & Joshua Siegel
Shelley & Mark Stone
Erica Flood & Brian Strickland
Karyn Moore & Mark Zhao

Hameddul Kausar & Kashif Rashid
Jennifer Thompson & Tom Ridgely
Emilie & David Russler-German
Heather & Mark Byarszewicz
Rattana & Somboon Sajapong
Lyndsie & Michael Schultz
Leia Ismail & Eddie Shahshesh
Ann & Mark Shapiro
Jennifer & Jonathan Silva
Olivia & Andrew Smith
Kristin & Jason Smith
Mary Beth & Allen Soffer
Iris & Pascal Steiner
Alandrea Stewart
Lindley & Frederick Stivers
Karen & Andy Tolich
Kay & Marshall Turner
Stephanie & Nick Turner
Rebecca & Thomas Tsiaras
Susan & Brad Uruni, FS ’92
Andrea & Peter Van Cleve
Delphia Polinoms & Nirav Varranamaheni
Mal Chauvin & Tony Wu
Lori Hilton & Adam White
Cassandra & Timothy Wiemken
Crystal & Rick Worsman
Becca & Kurt Zimmermann
FORSYTH GRANDPARENTS

Rekha Anadkat
Bell, FS ’20 & Leela Anadkat
Assimo & Costas Arvanitis
Jules Kelly
Sandy Berry
Theodore Pet
Celeste & Larry Berenwijk
Caroline & Cecily Borovick
Gloria & Michael Burns
Patrick Smith
Lucie & Mike Convy
Ham & Tilly Hasek
Patty Daniels
Alex & Cecé Petersson
Leslie & David Dimit
Madeleine & Oliver Dimit
Frances Estes
Connor & Evie Boyd
Susan & Richard Feezel
Graham Feezel
Judith & James Fisher
Izzy, Adelaide, Sammy & Penny Pierson
Mary Ellen & Robert Freund
Sloane & Tatsumi Acherman
Kathy & Charles Froehlich
Wilson & Walter Freibach
Gale & Ronald Germain
Leo Russer-Germain
Virginia & William Giokas
Claire, FS ’79 & Elizabeth Giokas
Stefanie & Robert Hagemann
Sophie, FS ’20 & Oliver Hagemann
Denise Tex
Lisa, FS ’22 & Alex Gill
Claudine & Steven Turner
Alex, FS ’18 & Alison Turner
Ruth & Paul Tweiten
Sophie, FS ’20 & Oliver Hagemann
Barbara & James Van Rhein
Carter, FS ’20 & William Dekel

Richard Rosher
Leighton & Benson Downs
Katherine & Thomas Ryan
Annabel & Graham Stowe
Thomas R. Salrin
Lucy, FS ’20, Ada & Clare Collier
Susan & Jerome Schlichter
Benjamin & Ronny Schlichter
Theresa & Charles Schultz
Tessa & Oliver Schultz
Barbara & Joel Schwartz
Ingrid Schwartz
Jane & Anthony Short
Asherton, FS ’79 & McKenzie Whitley
Lois & Andrew Siegel
Caroline Whalen
Yvonne Smith
Nathanial Patton
Nancy & William Stockmann
Genevieve, FS ’75 & Vivienne Stockmann
Denise Tex
Liam, FS ’22 & Alex Gill
Claudine & Steven Turner
Alex, FS ’18 & Alison Turner
Ruth & Paul Tweiten
Sophie, FS ’20 & Oliver Hagemann
Barbara & James Van Rhein
Carter, FS ’20 & William Dekel

Richard Jones
Melissa & Paul Jonah
Emma Gienger & Joseph Kamiński
Lauren Kitter
Nidi Kohs
Darlene Koyt
Helena & Panos Kouvelis
Marcella Casco-Lee & Jon Lee
Dana & Jeff Leme
Melissa Luehardt
Aarya Locker
Deborah White Lomax & Michael Lomax
Elizabeth McDonald
Erin McFargue
Gerri & John Mesey
Leanne Metzler
Donna & Chris Milliello
Andrea & Michael Mitchell
Jane & Jamie Paradise
Jennifer & Chris Pelc
Heidi & Mike Pierson
Melissa & Giancarlo Pitlof
Gerald & Rebecca Pritman
DeAnn & Mike Pomatto
Cristina & Daniel Rapp
Caroline & John Rice
Denny Satterfield
Christine Toelfna & Gary Schimmelmenig
Bruce Shelley
Allison & Ryan Sieputowski
Anne Simmons
Sheri & Alay Sidjoh
Dale Spencer &
Elizabeth McCracy Spencer
Budy & Todd Taylor
Stephanie Teachout
Grace Fitter & Chris Thomas
Joseph Tripoli
Jen & Tom Ubas
Kristin & Joseph Veldhuizen
Jean & Ray Watek
Tish Westover
Susan & Eric Zareh

FACULTY & STAFF

Elizabeth & James Ackerman ★
Barth & Mark Alexander
Sharon & Christopher Aslhal
Elizabeth Bowman
Danielle Bryant
Rohn Thomas & Rob Butler
Bridget Cramien & Kevin Cordia
Frances Cui
Anne & Scott Deken ★
Millieco & Nat Dohr ★
Jill & Lance Dorgan ★
Louisa Douglass
Kendra & Rick Downs ★
Patricia Duffy
Loretta Broyles-Ewing
Kathleen & Mark Falvey
Claire & Aarón Fox
Amy Giebel
Sarah & Kyras Harrington
Meredith & Justin Harris ★
Krystia & Ray Haywood ★
Leah & Jason Hooper ★
Michelle & Ryan Howard
Le’Andre Jones

2022/23 Endowment Funds

ANN F. BABINGTON ENDOWMENT FOR FINANCIAL AID
Ann & Tom Babington
Susan & Richard Feezel ★
Graham Feezel
Cathy Faris & Jim Gaylor ★
Barbie & Pat Murphy ★
Adriana Montano & Sahin Ordemir
Mary & Scott Santen ★
Lyndsie & Michael Schultz
Diane Piscareta & Brian Simpson
Sarah Soffer, FS ’02
Mary & Michael Trueblood ★
Joseph Gardner
Margaret Van Cleve, FS ’04
Lisa & Dudley Von Holt
Cecilia & Michael Wong

NICHOLAS AARON AITKEN ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE PROGRAM
Tamara & Bart Aitken ★
Sandra Aitken
Sharon & Robert Butchko
Millieco & Nat Dohr ★
Helen & Panos Kouvelis
Kim & Mark McCallum
Catherine & Birch Mulllars
Eduardo Nuenwehnyuen
Elizabeth Parker
Ginger Reinoert
Ellen Shefield
Mary & Allen Soffer ★
Marye & L. Scott Thornton
Terry Goslin-Jones & Rob Jones ★
Arch Coal, Inc.

Tributes & Memorials

IN MEMORY OF SUSAN MCDONNELL
Sherry Hauer
Lydia Moody
Tiffary & Edward Rafałski
Ruth & Wayne Streck

IN MEMORY OF TUNG TANG
Ajla & Aaron Tang

IN HONOR OF KATHY SCHUCHMAN
Christina Lindsey

Matching Gifts

Bank of America
Boeing
Mastercard
Spark
Wells Fargo

In-Kind Donations

Play Street Museum
Quarrelese Coffee
St. Louis Closet Company

In-Kind Donations

FORSYTH FAMILY ORGANIZATION

Charleston Wrap
My Hot Lasabomb

KEY
- Past Parent
★ Current Parent
★★ Grandchild(ren)

2022/23 ANNUAL REPORT
2022/23 Forsyth Family Organization

The mission of the FFO is to enhance the classroom experience for students and teachers, make people feel welcome and appreciated, create a sense of community for all Forsyth families, and raise funds for school needs.

Faculty & Staff Appreciation
Stephanie Aiello
Jenni Boyd
Sara Bozler
Courtney Carr
Samantha Gillam
Emuna Ginder
Kathy Nicholson
Elizabeth Quillin
Christina Turner
Lili Wang

Full Picnic
Kelsey Guinn
Hameeda Kashif
Sahrean Sewamala

I Heart Reading Day
Emma Ginder
Nicole Simon

Grade 1
Jane Li
Ali Rand
Courtney Scott
Betsy Stockmann

Grade 2
Felicia Gomez
Rachel Horan
Kathy Nicholson
Lisa Pollack

Grade 3
Stephanie Aiello
Lisa Kissell
Daisha Putman
Sahrean Sewamala

Grade 4
Dan Boccabella
Becky Christsen
Hameeda Kashif
Lisa O’Neill

Grade 5
Christina Crawford-Hill
Mary Felker
Sarah MacEwan
Nicole Simon

Grade 6
Allan Caprola
Luke Jernagen
Ximun Martin
Laura Whalen

ROOM PARENTS
Eyas Program
Betsy Stockmann
Pre-Kindergarten
Beth Ackerman
Tymeshia Backner-Dobyns
Aila Tang
Stephanie Turner

Junior-Kindergarten
Allie Cohn
Rosemary Nazaruk
Natalie Swanson
Anna Tegethoff

Senior-Kindergarten
Sharon Bennett
Liz Kissell
Angela Sutton
Christina Turner

Grade 3
Stephanie Aiello
Liz Kissell
Baisha Putman
Sahrean Sewamala

Grade 4
Dan Boccabella
Becky Christsen
Hameeda Kashif
Lisa O’Neill

Grade 5
Christina Crawford-Hill
Mary Felker
Sarah MacEwan
Nicole Simon

Grade 6
Allan Caprola
Luke Jernagen
Ximun Martin
Laura Whalen

BEYOND THE YELLOW BRICK ROAD
SATURDAY, MARCH 4, AT THE CHASE PARK PLAZA HOTEL

CO-CHAIRS
Abigail Sharp
Retta Tussey

ACQUISITIONS CHAIR
Betsy Stockmann

DECORATIONS CO-CHAIRS
Stephanie Aiello
Amy Gill
Courtney Leiendecker

SIGN-UP PARTY CO-CHAIRS
Jagu Anadkat
Annie Corley

SPONSORS & UNDERWRITERS
$10,000
The Cohn Family
Create a Loop

$5,000
Anna & Jeff Toegelhoff,
Tegethoff Development
Rams & Samar Greeth

$2,500
Ann & Jeff Toegelhoff,
Toegelhoff Development
Rams & Samar Greeth

$1,500
Sara & Keith Bozler
Amy Gill,
Your Pharmacist That Cares
Laura & John Giokas
Purv & Hesh Mianar
Abigail & Jarrod Sharp

UNDERWRITERS & IN-KIND DONORS
Chee Bee Paper & Design
Seth Hawkins, Anheuser-Busch
Stacy & Edmund Sumner, SumnerOne

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Alena Ahrens
Sara Bozler
Teresa Caprola
Alien Feld
Valerie Kimbro
Rosemary Nazaruk
Michael Stewart
Anna Tegethoff
Susan Urani

CLASS PROJECTS
Retta Tussey.
Eyas
Abigail Sharp, Pre-Kindergarten
Alena Ahrens, Junior-Kindergarten
Retta Tussey, Senior-Kindergarten
Frederick Stivers, Grade 1
Abigail Sharp and Gu & Kin, Grade 2
Liz Kissell, Grade 3
Rob Corley, Grade 4
Rob Corley, Grade 5
Jamie Paradise, Grade 6

INVITATION DESIGN
Chee Bee Paper Design

EMCEE & AUCTIONEER
Gabe Butu

EVENT & VIDEO PRODUCTION
Utopia Experience

PRINTED MATERIALS
Stacy & Edmund Sumner, SumnerOne
2022/23
Faculty & Staff
Anniversaries

15 YEARS
Anne Deken, Grade 6
Meredith Harris, Eyas

10 YEARS
Leah Hosper, Grade 4
Joe Kaminiski, Grade 6
Darlene Kotyk, Facilities

5 YEARS
Lauren Kistner, Marketing & Communications
Nicki Kohrs, Grade 5
Elizabeth McCray Spenor, Pre-Kindergarten
Regan Tadrus, Senior-Kindergarten

Faculty Retirement
Dana Lentzen, Grade 5, after eight years at Forsyth

CHALLENGER LEARNING CENTER INSPIRING TEACHER AWARD
Anne Deken (Grade 6 & Science) and Susan Zareh (Grade 6 & Sustainability) were two recipients of the 2022 Challenger Learning Center-St. Louis Inspiring Teacher Award!

This award is given to seven area teachers each year in honor and memory of the seven astronauts lost during the 1986 Challenger shuttle mission—including Christa McAuliffe, who would be the first civilian and teacher to go into space. Awardees were selected based on a student nomination, including a submission describing how the teacher inspired them to pursue a career in STEM.

SPELLING BEE
Champion: Andrew Fei, Grade 6
Runner-Up: Stella Lu, Grade 5

ACADEMY OF SCIENCE ST. LOUIS SCIENCE FAIR
• 37 projects by 39 students
  – 20 first-place blue ribbons
  – 8 second-place red ribbons
• 6 special awards

MISSOURI COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS (MCTM) ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CONTEST
Regionals
Leela Anadkat, Grade 6
Ketan Anand, Grade 5
Corrine Caprola, Grade 6
Kai Dorward, Grade 6
Harry Elfenbein, Grade 6
Emma Huang, Grade 6
Marissa Kelley, Grade 6
Caleb Lin, Grade 6
Jan Ondernier, Grade 5
Rohan Shah, Grade 5
Henry Sharp, Grade 4
Giovanna Simpson, Grade 6
Benjamin White, Grade 4

State
Andrew Fei, Grade 6
Drew Veldhuizen, Grade 4

Nationals
Eric Chang, Grade 6
Ishu Goyal, Grade 6
Isaac Lin, Grade 4
Isaac Martin, Grade 6
Louis Wang, Grade 6

CHESS TEAM
Ketan Anand, Grade 5
Surina Anand, Grade 3
John Bennett-Hartmann, Grade 1
Corrine Caprola, Grade 6
Nicholas Caprola, Grade 4
Cannon Conway, Grade 3
Harry Elfenbein, Grade 6
Nils Farhat, Grade 3
Andrew Fei, Grade 6
Alex Gill, Grade 3
Vaughn MacMillan, Grade 3
Henry Neumann, Grade 3
James Neumann, Grade 1
Jan Ondernier, Grade 5
Henry Quillin, Grade 3
Henry Sandberg, Grade 3
Henry Sharp, Grade 4
Asha Silva, Grade 6
Marcus Silva, Grade 3
Patrick Smith, Grade 1
Louisa Urani, Grade 3

New this year, the Forsyth Chess Team participated in a total of 15 scholastic tournaments hosted by the Gateway Chess League and St. Louis Chess Club, placing in the top three teams in 13 tournaments! In addition, Asha Silva took 1st place in the K–8 section at the 2023 All Girls State Chess Tournament in Columbia, Missouri.
Congratulations

CLASS OF 2023
Congratulations to the Class of 2023 on their outstanding secondary school selections:

- Leela Arndtat, MICDS
- Lily Anes, John Burroughs
- Natalie Becker, Whitfield
- Isabella Bernal, Whitfield
- Corinne Caprella, Thomas Jefferson
- Cabanne Caruana, John Burroughs
- Eric Chang, John Burroughs
- Theo Cheynel-Bertomeu, MICDS
- Rosary Conway-Dehek, John Burroughs
- Nicholas Cox-Garleau, MICDS
- Kailas Durand, John Burroughs
- Evan Dredge, John Burroughs
- John Dunn, John Burroughs
- Harry Elenhein, MICDS
- Graham Feezel, John Burroughs
- Andrew Fei, John Burroughs
- Clayton Fielder, The College School
- Matthew Foster, John Burroughs
- Wilson Froehlich, MICDS
- Oliver Giammar, Wydown Middle
- Jason Gilbert, MICDS
- Elizabeth Giokas, MICDS
- Ishaan Goyal, John Burroughs
- Samuel Hagee, Wydown Middle
- Oliver Hagmann, John Burroughs
- Emma Huang, John Burroughs
- Hope Jernagan, Wydown Middle
- James Kappas, John Burroughs
- Marissa Kelley, John Burroughs
- Zachary LeGros, Chaminade
- Caleb Lin, John Burroughs
- Samuel Macheca, Whitfield
- Josephine MacMillan, Whitfield
- Isaac Martin, Priory
- Zoe Mitchell, Parkway Central
- Isabelle Myers, MICDS
- Taylor Plair, John Burroughs
- Kaden Pope, John Burroughs
- Margaret Sharp, MICDS
- Asha Silva, Thomas Jefferson
- Giovanna Simpson, Visitation
- Louis Wang, John Burroughs
- Caroline Whalen, John Burroughs
- Derek Wierenga, Whitfield
- Frida Zahn, Thomas Jefferson

2022/23 Forsyth Financials

INCOME
- School Program: 83%
- Extended Day & Summer Discovery Programs: 8%
- Development*: 9%

EXPENSES
- School Program: 82%
- Administration: 6%
- Development: 12%

* Includes 50% of the net proceeds from the biennial Forsyth Auction

Make Your Gift Today
2022/23 ANNUAL REPORT TO THE COMMUNITY

This report recognizes charitable and volunteer contributions made from July 1, 2022–June 30, 2023. Every effort has been made to ensure its accuracy. Please accept our apologies for any inadvertent errors or omissions. Contact Elizabeth Niven, Director of Development, at 314.726.4542 or ENiven@ForsythSchool.org with any updates.